Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology, Pune 411 008
(An Autonomous Institute under Ministry of Earth Sciences, Government of India)

Advertisement No. PER/10/2011

Special Drive for Recruitment of Scheduled Caste/Scheduled Tribe Candidates

The Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology (IITM), Pune, an autonomous research organization, fully devoted to research in various aspects of climate science is looking for recruiting bright talented candidates of Indian origin to fill 04 positions of Scientist B (03 Posts for Scheduled Castes and 01 Post for Scheduled Tribe candidate) in the Pay Band of Rs 15,600–39,100 with Grade pay of Rs 5400 plus allowances admissible to Central Govt Employees stationed at Pune.

The Institute’s activities include training to post graduates and motivate them to take up research careers in Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences required to improve the skill of weather and climate prediction models. A Centre for Climate Change Research (CCCR) has also been established at IITM to address all science issues related to Climate Change and Indian monsoon. Also, the Centre for Advanced Training has been started to train young scientists on Earth System sciences and climate. To cater to the modelling needs, a High Performance Computing (HPC) Centre has been set up with peak performance of 70 TF. The Institute has excellent infra-structural facilities and also has the state of the art equipments for field observations. It has MoU with University of Pune for carrying out work leading to the award of M.Tech. and Ph.D. degrees in Atmospheric Sciences and allied subjects.

For details of the posts please visit the Institute’s website http://www.tropmet.res.in. Aspiring candidates may please submit applications, in the prescribed proforma along with detailed CV, list of publications and other relevant papers to the Administrative Officer of this Institute latest by 15 December 2011.

Post-doctoral Vacancies

Agriculture and Biosecurity Group
School of Natural Sciences and Engineering
National Institute of Advanced Studies, Bangalore

The National Institute of Advanced Studies (NIAS), a multidisciplinary research institute located in Bangalore, is looking for Postdoctoral Research Associates to work in a research project in the area of 'Agricultural Innovation Systems in India', Agriculture and Biosecurity Group, School of Natural Sciences and Engineering, NIAS.

Educational qualification and experience: Candidates should have a Ph.D. degree (Agricultural Sciences, Life Science, any equivalent degree with relevant experience).

The candidate need to have the ability to design and carry out independent research projects, a sound conceptual grounding in his/her discipline, excellent analytical and writing skills. Candidates should demonstrate a commitment to teamwork, to carrying out empirical research, and to producing excellent research and policy reports as well as original publications.

Salary will commensurate with qualification and experience and comparable to other premier institutions in the country.

Applications:
Applicants should submit their curriculum vitae electronically including the names and addresses of three referees, two samples of published work and a brief statement of interest explaining why they are interested in joining this project at NIAS.

Head, Administration, National Institute of Advanced Studies, Bangalore 560 012
e-mail: admin@nias.iisc.ernet.in

The deadline for applications is 15 November 2011. Short-listed candidates will be invited to NIAS for a talk and an interview.